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A common argument

Marketing Admissions



What’s happening right now?

Absence of Engagement 

relevance + speed to lead 

+ Poor call to action

Campus tour no shows-

Poor or Manual 

Reminder process. 

Missing Relevant call to 

action on the first touch



● Marketing 
Dominant

○ Relevant 
Website 
content

○ Virtual 
student 
Adviser

○ Well 
placed Call 
to actions

● Admissions & 
Marketing 
function as a 
Cohesive force.

● Admissions 
dominant 
supported by 
Marketing



Why it is so important to keep Admissions and 
Marketing on the same page?

?

Full visibility into 
Admission process

Reduced response 
time

Contextual 
counselling - from 
vendor to trusted 

adviser

Powerful and 
relevant

messaging

Meaningful
Analytics



Full visibility into
the process1



Manual inquiry handling process X 1000’s of leads

Marketing generates 
the lead

Marketing may or may 
not respond to the lead

Forwards the lead to 
respective Admission 

rep or campus

Admission rep follows 
up on that lead

Automatic inquiry handling process without any alignment between Marketing & Admissions

Marketing generates 
the lead

Automatic and 
personalized message is 
sent to the prospective 

student

Lead and supporting 
information are 

automatically routed to 
relevant Admission rep



Full visibility in the Admission process

Marketing generates 
the lead

Automatic and personalized 
message is sent to the 

prospective student

Lead is automatically 
routed to relevant 
Admission person

Common
Data



Reduce response
time2



Connect with your leads instantly

Lead distribution Autoresponders Enrollment signals



Chicken or the turkey?

A SMALL STORY



Contextual
counselling3



Information workflow between Admissions and 
Marketing

Informed Admissions 
Reps



Understand who your prospects are



Know your prospects better

Name : Josh Smith

Email : josh2k4@gmail.com

Phone number : 776-989-8762

Interested in : Cosmotology

vs

mailto:josh2k4@gmail.com


Powerful and 
cohesive messaging4



Information workflow between Admissions and 
Marketing

Relevant and persuasive 
Marketing messaging



Meaningful 
analytics5



The full picture



The drop-off points



So this was it for today  
Hope you enjoyed today’s presentation. We will send you this
presentation along with the recording of the session. 

Do you have any questions for us?



Enrollment Acceleration Platform

Try it Free

Ease of use Centralized Connecte
dForget bulky CRM 

implementation and 
steep learning curve. 

We will get your started 
in under a week

Connect your admission 
and marketing teams to 

access key applicant 
information with ease

Let the system identify the 
best student for your 

institution

Maintain effective, 
personalized messages 

with applicants 
throughout the journey

Cost 
effectiveAchieve a high ROI with 

LeadSquared’s 
competitive pricing 

model

Intelligent

1 2 3 4 5

Thank you


